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Abstract:
PT. Sunrise Bumi Textiles has utilized Information Technology (IT) to support the company's business,
but the IT applied in reality has not provided maximum results. Data loss process,network downtime, and other IT
problems, resulting in significant losses to Performance Company. Harmony between business goals and IT Goals
is still a big issue. This study uses the COBIT 4.1 Framework in the DS (Delivery and Support) and Framework
domains ITIL v3 in the Service Operation domain. The reason for using COBIT 4.1 rather than COBIT 5 is
research aims to determine the extent to which the capabilities of IT services are running, while at COBIT 5 each
level requires the fulfillment of the previous level first. The ITIL Framework is used for provide recommendations
for IT services after measurement using COBIT 4.1. Research result this shows that the level of IT process
maturity at PT. Sunrise Bumi Textiles shows level 3 (defined), that is the condition in which an organization has
standardized documented. This research too produce a tool to calculate the COBIT and ITIL process maturity
models in the form of web applications.
Keywords — IT Governance, COBIT 4.1, ITIL v3.

I. INTRODUCTION
If you see the current conditions at PT. Sunrise
Bumi Textiles, there are fundamental problems
what makes IT governance less influential is the
performance of IT organizations. The problem of
human resources who have extensive knowledge in
the IT field, the lack of IT personnel in supporting
the company's business operations, even though PT.
Sunrise Bumi Textiles is a spinning mill that has an
area of more than Hectares, and computers are
spread in factory areas in various angles.
Inadequate IT infrastructure, lack of training for
users, and lack of user awareness regarding internet
security, the incident regarding Phishing Mail that
sends malware to employees of PT. Sunrise, and
tapping email communication between Marketing
staff and customers abroad, so that an attack occurs
as the buyer is communicating with one of the
Marketing PT. Sunrise (Man in the Middle Attack),
a bank account that is changed in an email header,
which makes buyers transfer payments to accounts,
which do not belong to the company.
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Thing the next is, bandwidth requirements that
are not appropriate, which users often complain
about the slow access to SAP, internet, e-mail and
so on.
Besides that there are problems with dead
network connections on VPN provided by ISPs,
there is no backup path solution or redundant link
prepared from the company side or ISP, the VPN
line is very critical, so where the VPN is dead, all
SAP access to the data center in Mumbai, India,
cannot be used.
Furthermore, there is also a technical problem in
the backup process, where data is stored by the user,
no backup process is carried out by an IT staff,
where when the server hard drive is damaged and
cannot be read, it is not easy to restore data using
RAID 5 on server.
Next is about IT services, where one problem is
often solved with time for longer, besides the above
problems, employees as IT service users often
complained about the slow resolution of problems
related to the IT infrastructure at PT. Sunrise, as an
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example of frequent occurrence, is slow to repair
network problems, problems with users or in
repairing and providing PCs / laptops. In line with
that a framework is needed to ensure that IT
services are implemented, requires companies to
maximize profits, so that the risk of information
technology can be managed properly and used
responsibly.
II. RELATED WORK
In order to make it easier to understand the
material related to the writing of scientific articles,
the writer presents it simply as follows.
A. COBIT

COBIT was first developed in the year 1996 by
the IT Governance Institute (ITGI) is part of
Information Systems Audit and Control Association
(ISACA). COBIT component that contains a
response framework for management needs for
measuring and controlling IT with provide tools to
assess and measuring organizational IT capabilities.
The concept of the framework can be seen from
three point of view, namely:
1. Information Criteria
2. IT resources (IT Resources)
3. IT Process (IT Process)

domain includes tactics and identify the best
technology strategies information to be able to
contribute towards achieving business goals.
2. Acquisition and Implementation (AI) this
domain focuses on the process selection of
technology to be used and the application
process.
3. Delivery and Support (DS) this domain concerns
problems fulfillment of IT services, system
security, continuity of services, training and user
training, and data management that is running.
4. Monitoring and Evaluation (ME) all information
technology processes need to be assessed
periodically from time to time for quality and
fulfillment of requirements. This domain
addresses performance management, monitoring
control internally, compliance with regulations
and governance.
The picture below illustrates more complete
information about the process in COBIT.

Fig 2. Process in Cobit

COBIT has a maturity model (Maturity Model) to
control IT processes by using the scoring methodso
Fig 1. Cobit Framework
The COBIT framework identifies 34 IT that an organization can assess processes IT that it
processes are grouped into 4 main domain, namely has from scale 0 to 5.
Following translation from level Maturity Model:
domain:
1. Planning and Organization (PO) is a domain that
emphasizes to the IT implementation planning
process and its harmony with that goal want to
be achieved by the company in general. This
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Fig 3. Maturity Model COBIT
B. ITIL Framework

f. Managing knowledge
g. Managing capabilities and resources to provide
services effectively and efficient
h. Enables the adoption of a standard approach for
service management throughout company
i. Changing organizational culture to support the
achievement of success sustainable
j. Increase interaction and relationships with
customers
k. Optimizing and reducing costs.
ITIL Framework from 2001 to even now it
continues to grow, starting from only 2 modules, up
to 5 modules with minor revision. The core of ITIL
v3, contains 5 publications or modules, which are
each give direction at that stage specific in the cycle
of managing services (Service Management
Lifecycle), which is illustrated in the schematic.
Next module ITIL V3:

IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) is a series of
documents used for help implementation of a
framework work for managing technology services
information (ITSM, IT Service Management).This
framework defines how integrated service
management, based on processes and best practices
applied in the organization.
ITIL takes a practical approach to service
management, and adapt to practical framework that
unites all the provision of IT services to one the
goal, which is to give value to the business.
Following this is a key characteristic the success of
ITIL that contributed to global success:
1. Neutral Vendors
ITIL service management practices apply at
every IT organization because it is not based on
technology platforms or industrial types certain.
2. Non-Prescriptive
ITIL offers a very strong practice, mature and
time-tested that has application for all types of
organizational services service.
3. Best Practices
Fig 4. ITIL process
ITIL describes learning experiences and
The
following
is an explanation of the process
leadership thinking from service providersbest
on
CLITORIS:
in class.
1. Service Strategy
ITIL works because it describes practice which
Service strategy provides guidance to ITSM
allows organizations to provide benefits, Return of
implementers on how view the concept of
investment (ROI) and ongoing success. CLITORIS
ITSM not onlyas an organizational capability
adopted by the organization to make it possible they
(in providing, managing and operate IT
are for:
services), but also as a strategic asset of the
a. Providing value for customers throughservice
company. This guide is presented in the form
b. Integrate strategies for services with business
of principles basic fromconcept ITSM,
strategy and needs customer
references and the core processes that operate
c. Measuring, monitoring and optimizing IT
at all stages of the ITIL Service Lifecycle.
services and service provider performance
2. Service design
d. Manage IT investments and budgets
e. Managing risk
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Service Design provides guidance to IT
organizations to get systematically and best
practice designing and building IT services and
ITSM implementation own. Service Design
contains principlesand design methods for
convert goals strategic IT and business
organizations become portfolio / collection of
IT services and assets services, such as servers,
storage and so.
3. Transition Service
Service Transition provides guidance to IT
organizations to get it develop and ability
tochange the results of good IT service design
new and modified IT services specifications
intoenvironment
4. OperationalService
Operation Service operation is the phase of all
lifecycle associated with the user. For most IT
users services, service operation is IT own.
Service operation is the only one phase in the
service lifecycle can define itself function at
inside it. In this phase there are four kinds of
functions: service desk, technical management,
application management, and IT operation
management.
C. Technology Governance Information

There are several definitions of IT (IT)
management Governance) according to different
sources:
1. According to Sambamurthy, IT Governance
refers to a pattern of power for core IT
activities, policy building and Infrastructure IT
management, usage IT by end-users efficiently,
effectively and safe, as well as the IT Project
Management process effective.
2. According to Haes; IT Governance is an
organizational capacity by leaders, executive
management and IT management to control
formulation and IT strategy implementation
and guarantee business and IT smelting.
3. According to Wilkin; IT Governance is a
mutual structure or architecture related (and the
pattern of power that is related), implemented
for perfecting very IT activities important with
success in responding corporate environment
and strategy very important.
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4. According to Weill & Ross, Governance
information technology is a framework specific
in decision making and accountability to
support company habits in using information
technology.
5. According to Surya, an expert in Tata Manage
IT, IT Governance is a commitment, awareness
and process management control organization
covering IT resources starting from computer
resources (software, brainware, database etc.)
up to to Information and Network Technology
LAN / Internet.
IT Governance objectives are in accordance with
ITGI, among others:
1. IT goals are aligned with business goals
2. IT is capable of running a business and
maximize profits.
3. IT is used responsibly.
4. IT Risk is managed well.
D. IT Infrastructure

According to Williams, information technology is
general term that explains what technology is even
one who helps humans in making, change, save,
communicate
and
or
disseminating
information.According to Turban, technology
infrastructure information is physical facilities,
information technology components, information
technology services, and information technology
managementsupport
the
entire
company.
Component information technology is hardware
computers,
software,
and
technology
communication used by IT personnel to produce IT
services. IT services includes data management,
system development, and security issues. IT
infrastructure includes these various resources and
integration, operations documentation, maintenance
and management. IT infrastructure also tells how
computational resources certain set, operated, and
managed.
IT Infrastructure consists of all components
which plays a role in IT operations as a whole,
usually Infrastructure Information Technology
consists of components following:
a. Harware: Server, Computer, Data Center,Hubs,
Switches, Routers and other equipment.
b. Software: ERP, CRM, Sales Force and other
productivity applications.
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c. Network:
Network
enablement,
internetconnectivity, firewall and security.
d. Brainware: human users, like, network
administrators, developers, designer, and end
users with access to every IT tool or service is
also part of the IT infrastructure.
III.
METHODOLOGY
All paragraphs must be indented. All paragraphs
must be justified, i.e. both left-justified and rightjustified.
A. Data Analysis Technique

1. Maturity Level Analysis
COBIT has a Maturity Model for control the
IT process by using scoring method so that one
organizations can assess IT processes it has on
a scale of 0 to 5.
Table I
COBIT Maturity Level

As for the interface design on this study the
author will make a model prototype using
MicrosoftVisio Professional 2016, Sublim Text
as text editor for PHP, HTML5, CSS3
programming and JQuery. Database Design use
MySql.
3. Software testing
The stages of testing are explained about
planned testing model used namely using UAT
testing techniques (User Acceptance Test).
C. Sample Selection Method

The number of samples taken using Purposive
Random Sampling technique, writer randomly
select respondents' representatives, by reason, the
selection of respondents samples already has
representation from the Top side Management,
Middle Management, and Low Management and
also the IT team on duty at PT. Sunrise Bumi
Textiles. Reason Another sample selection is
experiencework> 8 years from each respondent, this
signifies experience and expertise from each
respondent. Population at PT. Sunrise Earth
Textiles is numbered 86 people.
Table II
Research sample

2. GAP Analysis
After knowing the actual condition regarding
level
of
maturity
and
level
of
expectationregarding management, then stage
the next is gap analysis (Gap Analysis). This
gap analysis is carried out to identify any
activities what needs to be done by the
company so that the actual state of the level asIV.
is maturity can reach expected level (to-be).

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Analisys Result

B. Design Techniques

The author makes a direct observation at
1. Software development model
field,
to specify any IT servicesavailable at the
The software development model used in this
study is with object oriented method (Object company. From the results of observationsfound the
service criteria as follows:
Oriented) Programming).
2. Software design
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Table III
Process of Mapping IT services with COBIT

From the results of the questionnaire on 14 IT
servicesmapped into 10 COBIT Processes, then
obtained the actual conditions at PT. Sunrise Earth
Textiles, as follows:
Table IV
Value and level of capability of PT. Sunrise
Earth"Current" Textiles

Datain tables can be represented in graphical form
as follows:

Fig 5. Gap Analysis PT. Sunrise Bumi Textiles
B. Action Requirements

Here are some action referencessubmitted by the
author to the ManagementPT. Sunrise Bumi
Textiles. Here are a fewaction, in the
levelachievement grouplevel 2 capability, which
needs to be done inorder of improvement can be
seen in the tablebelow this.
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Table V
Actions to improve capability level 2 becomecapability
level 3

Table VI
Actions to improve capability level 3 becomecapability
level 4

In accordance with the limitations of the research
problem, thatthis study focused COBIT 4.1 on
Delivery & Support (DS) and ITIL v3 domainsin
the
Service
Operation
domain.
Then
mappingpreviously carried out by COBIT 4.1
DS domains will only be mapped that have
link to ITIL v3's SO domain.
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Table VII
Recommended IT Support Services
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C. Implementation System

Next is the display of the system designedin this
study.

Fig 6. System interface

Fig 7. Quesioner interface

Fig 8. Bar chart result

Fig 9. Radar chart result

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, some conclusions were made can be
taken as follows:
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1. Based on the research conducted, found the fact
that the COBIT Framework 4.1 can map all IT
services at PT. Sunrise Bumi Textiles, marked
with 6 Service Categories IT and 14 IT Services
that are running, can be mapped into 10
Processes COBIT Activity on Domain Delivery
& Support (DS).
2. COBIT 4.1 domain DS (Delivery & Support)
proven to be able to provide guidance and
directives for making IT governance that both at
PT. Sunrise Bumi Textiles. Based on the
assessment maturity level at the Domain DS
process with the maturity value at range 3.0
(Defined), which means that PT. Sunrise Bumi
Textiles, has implement management standards
IT services, but not yet fully supported by good
IT services accompanied by a documentation
process reliable. To reach inside level 4
(Managed), several are needed improvement
efforts from the Management ranks and the IT
Department and also support from the executive
to reach the level better. Recommendations are
on DS-10 process (managing constraints), this
closely related to technical capabilities from IT
Staff itself, ability a senior IT Staff, no guarantee
have skills and capabilities qualified, to deal
with
problems
varied
daily,
needed
understanding, deep analysis, and also the ability
to adapt keep up with the development of IT
knowledge.
3. Recommendations and Best Practices given by
ITIL v3, on the domain Service Operation,
Artificial features Intelligence (AI), so the
system can provide recommendations directly,
where the measurement results are obtained,
canbe directly given a recommendation by
system.
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